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UNIT-I
Elements of TV Production - picture transmission and reception - sound transmission and
reception - TV Camera - organizational structure of a TV studio.
ELEMENTS OF TV PRODUCTION

What is TV Media Production?
Television (TV) advertising is known traditionally as the medium with the longest reach –
therefore it has the largest impact. TV reaches a mass audience and is one of the most popular
ways of conveying a mass message. TV media production allows for the flexibility to use
various approaches and different combinations of audio, video and text to make their content
memorable and emotional. TV‟s use of audio and visual effects create a lasting impact on the
audience and producers interact color, sound, sight, drama and motion to ensure that their
message is strong and persuasive.
Elements of TV Production




Pre-Production
Production
Post-Production

Pre-Production
Pre-Production is the planning and preparation stage of filmmaking. During this time,
principal actors are cast, the crew is hired, schedules are made, and locations are secured.
The Unit Production Manager (UPM) is in charge of how money is spent and the overall
management of the production. The UPM will work with the Assistant Director to figure out
the budget and coordination of the Background Actors.
During pre-production, the costume designer and wardrobe department will create outfits and
find clothing for the actors. Depending on the project‟s budget, this may include wardrobe for
Background Actors. Background may be dressed by production for some period pieces, if the
movie or TV show is trying to achieve a very specific look, or if the Background Actor needs
to match an established style. In most cases though, Background Actors are responsible for
bringing their own wardrobe to set.
Central Casting‟s Casting Directors do their own prep work to prepare for production. This
varies from project to project, but can involve casting Stand-Ins and doubles and checking
Background Actors‟ availability for when filming begins.
Production
Of the three stages of film production, the production phase is where Background Actors,
Stand-Ins, and doubles are the most involved. Production is where the principal photography
(filming) for the movie or TV show takes place.

During rehearsals and camera blocking, Stand-Ins work with the Director, Assistant Director,
camera crew, and other crew members to block out actor movements and lighting set-ups for
a scene. Stand-Ins have a chance to work more closely with actors and crew members and
may work more regularly on a project.
When a scene is ready to be shot, Background Actors will be called to set. The Assistant
Directors will instruct them where and when to move in a scene, which may involve crossing
the camera. Background Actors often have to pantomime in scenes so they don‟t interfere
with the sound being recorded by the principal actors. When Background Actors are not
needed on set, they‟re taken to Holding.
There are a variety of doubles that are used depending on the needs of the project. Photo
doubles must match the principal actor as closely as possible in height, build, hair color, and
complexion. Body doubles can be used when an actor plays two or more characters on
screen, to replace a principal actor for nude scenes, to perform special skills, or for second
unit or insert shots to free up the actor to film other scenes. Our article What‟s the Difference
Between a Stand-In and Photo Double? has more information on the different types of photo
doubles and what they do.
Post-Production
When principal photography has finished, the project will move into post-production. This
phase includes editing, sound mixing, and any special effects the project may need. While the
film or TV episode is being edited, the director may decide to reshoot or film additional
scenes. Background Actors, Stand-Ins, and doubles may be cast for these reshoots and pickups.
If a director wants to create crowd noise for a scene, they may bring in Background Actors
during post-production to record improvised conversations. These are called walla groups,
named for the early radio practice of having people repeat "walla, walla, walla" over and over
to mimic the indistinct chatter of a crowd. Central Casting casts walla groups for a variety of
projects, even for animated shows like The Simpsons.
The different post-production crews will put their finishing touches on the project and when
the director decides the film is finished, it will move out of the post-production phase to
distribution.

TELEVISION TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION & SOUND TRANSMISSION
AND RECEPTION
Transmission and reception involve the components of a television system that generate,
transmit, and utilize the television signal wave form (as shown in the block diagram). The
scene to be televised is focused by a lens on an image sensor located within the camera. This
produces the picture signal, and the synchronization and blanking pulses are then added,
establishing the complete composite video wave form. The composite video signal and the
sound signal are then imposed on a carrier wave of a specific allocated frequency and
transmitted over the air or over a cable network. After passing through a receiving antenna or
cable input at the television receiver, they are shifted back to their original frequencies and
applied to the receiver‟s display and loudspeaker. That is the process in brief; the specific
functions of colour television transmitters and receivers are described in more detail in this
section.

Transmission
Generating the colour picture signal
As is pointed out in the section Compatible colour television, the colour television signal
actually consists of two components, luminance (or brilliance) and chrominance; and
chrominance itself has two aspects, hue (colour) and saturation (intensity of colour). The
television camera does not produce these values directly; rather, it produces three picture
signals that represent the amounts of the three primary colours (blue, green, and red) present
at each point in the image pattern. From these three primary-colour signals the luminance and
chrominance components are derived by manipulation in electronic circuits.

Digital Transmission :
All “free-to-air” TV stations are now transmitting “free-to-air” television in digital form also
traditional analog transmission. The coverage and diversity of digital transmission will
increase progressively over the next few years. The Australian Government has set a deadline
for analog “free-to-air” transmission to be terminated by December in the year 2013. After
analog transmission is ceased in the year 2013 Television transmission will be in digital form
only.
PICTURE TRANSMISSION:
Picture information is optical in the character and might be thought of as grouping of large
number of tiny areas representing picture details. These basic areas into which the picture
details
might be broken up are known as the „picture elements‟ or „pixels‟, which when viewed
together represent visual information of scene so that at any instant there are almost an
infinite number of pieces of Hierarchical transmission.
Hierarchical transmission:
Channel coding is conducted in units of the OFDM segments. So that division of a single
television channel can be used for fixed reception service and rest for mobile reception
service. This signal transmission is defined as hierarchical transmission. Each of the
hierarchical layer consists of one or more the OFDM segments and parameters such as a
carrier modulation scheme the inner-code coding rate and the time interleaving length can be
specified for each hierarchical layer. Up to three hierarchical layers may be provided and that
segment used for the partial reception is also counted as one hierarchical layer.
Basic configuration of channel coding:
Multiple TSs output by the MPEG-2 multiplexer are fed to TS re-multiplexer such that the
TSPs can be properly arranged for signal processing one data segment at a time. In the remultiplexer, each TS is first changed into 188-byte burst-signal form by means of a clock
having a rate four times higher than that of the IFFT sample clock. An outer code is then
applied, and these TSs are converted into a single TS. That need to be picked up
simultaneously for transmitting picture details.

TV CAMERA
TYPES OF TELEVISION CAMERA.
 Studio cameras
 ENG cameras
 EFP cameras
 There‟re wide ranges of television / video cameras are available today in the market,
from family use camera costing a few thousand ringgits to sophisticated precision
cameras that incorporate current state of the art technology. As you would expect,
camera design and performance vary with cost. The
Lower End of the range can provide very satisfactory picture quality under optimum
condition whilst the
Higher End are more expensive and more advance dproduces consistently excellent picture
for long periods; even under poor condition. There are 6 broad categories of TV cameras: A professional video camera (often called a television camera even though its use has
spread beyond television) is a high-end device for creating electronic moving images
(as opposed to a movie camera, that earlier recorded the images on film). Originally
developed for use in television studios or with outside broadcast trucks, they are now
also used for music videos, direct-to-video movies, corporate and educational videos,

wedding videos, among other uses. Since the 2000s, most professional video cameras
are digital (instead of analog) professional video cameras.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF A TV STUDIO

General Manager
A general manager, or GM, is the chief executive officer of a television station. This person
manages the budget for the station, sets the human resources policies, hires and fires senior
staff, and oversees all programming and sales initiatives. These individuals create a strategic
plan for the organization and set benchmarks for achieving goals. General managers often
have a high profile in the community and form strategic partnerships with local organizations
to raise the visibility of the station within the market.

Sales And Traffic
The sales and traffic departments are focused on selling on-air advertising and assuring those
commercials air as scheduled, respectively. A sales department consists of a sales manager
who oversees a staff of salespersons, who meet with clients in person and on the phone to sell
air time, and sales assistants, who handle the administrative work of the sales department,
which can include writing ad copy and interacting with the traffic department. The manager
of the traffic department assures that ads air as scheduled, that the correct number of spots air,
and that there are no conflicts in the ad schedule. For example, there shouldn't be two ads for
two different local car dealers airing back to back.

News
The news department does reporting and local content for the daily newscast. This
department is run by the news director, who enforces editorial policy and hires and manages
staff. The rest of the news department consists of both on-air and off-air positions. Newscasts
require an anchor, a sports person, a meteorologist, and correspondents or reporters. Behind
the scenes news staff can include a desk assistant, who monitors news and can refer stories to
reporters; researchers, who provide background for stories; producers, who write scripts and
perform technical duties for the news show; and online staff, who adapt television material
for online or create original content.

Engineering
The director of operations, or chief engineer, assures that the station stays on the air and that
all of the physical and technical aspects of the station are in working order and in compliance
with standards set by the Federal Communications Commission. This includes management
and maintenance of all equipment, including the transmitter as well as all cameras, monitors
and digital editing equipment. This individual may manage the camera operators, the
directors, who oversee the content and technical aspects of the television program, and the
engineers, who operate and maintain internal and external electronic television equipment.

